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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Published September 21, 2020 I am a parent of three children aged 8, 6 and 6. Like many parents, I struggle with knowing the right balance of activity for them. I don't want my kids to miss out on opportunities to play sports and participate in activities that will contribute to their
lives and help them grow as individuals. However, I also don't want them to become overscheduled children, to the extent that they get worn out and stressed. There is a balance in providing activities for our children and their planning. The trend towards the latter prevails these days. Our lives - and the lives of our children - are
increasingly overworked and overworked. So we need to understand the dangers of over-climbing children and how to prevent it in our own families. What's wrong with your children's redevelopment?1. Planning can burn our children when our kids are on the move and scheduled to the max from the start, their potential to get burned up
before reaching high school is pretty high. The New York Times reported on some burnout studies and found that burnout with children is associated with their workload, along with their parents' propensity to experience it. This means that overworked children are more likely to burn out than others. Similarly, overscheduled parents tended
to overscheduled children more often than not. Burnout When a person is burned, they feel overwhelmed and exhausted by what others expect them to do daily. Children who participate in too many activities with little or no downtime have a high chance of experiencing burnout. When parents place too much expectation on their children,
they also have increased potential to burn. If you get the feeling that your child feels overworked or overwhelmed by their daily activities, you should know which ones can be reduced. If they have too many activities outside of school work, for example, then this is one area that should probably be reduced. Overworking the baby will
present various symptoms like snout, irritability, irritability, anger, abdominal pain, headaches, rebellion, etc. Reducing their activity will help relieve stress and reduce said burnout signs. If your child has serious burnout symptoms though, then professional help from a pediatrician or therapist for children should be sought. Downtime time is
the key to easier burnout. If children do not have free time during the day to rest, they are more likely to burn out than others. Downtime means unorganized free time to do what they like or relax. Reduce your children's extracurricular activities if they don't have downtime on their schedule. Here are more tips on creating downtime for kids:
How to create downtime for kids. 2. Excessive Kills game time and creativity Kids need time to be kids. When their schedules are filled every day like organized ballet, football, and music lessons, and they only take a break for dinner and bedtime, then they are overscheduled. They should have free time after school to relax and play.
When they don't have that and move from one scheduled event to the next, they are missing out on game time. Game time is crucial for a child's development. If they can't get enough time to play, then their ability to develop their creativity decreases. Genius of Play explains that there are six major development benefits that children get
from playing time: Creativity Social Development Skills Cognitive Development Physical Development (i.e. Balance, Coordination) Communication Skills Emotional Development If children do not have time to play because they are always on the move, then they miss out on the benefits of developing the game. Children need a simple
after school so they can relax, play and unpack. Research in the Journal of Early Childhood Child Development and Care has shown that children need to play to cope with anxiety, stress and anxiety. Game time gives them the opportunity to manage these emotions in a healthy way and helps in the development of their creativity.
Children need free time to play every day. Fifteen minutes at recess is not enough. They need time to do this after school, at home, outside of the restrictions of planned events. The solution is to make sure your child has time to play after school. This is especially important for young children who benefit greatly from the game. Limit
organized activities so that your child is not scheduled every day and can play after school. If they have activity every hour, then it does not allow for time playback. 3. Excessive planning causes stress and pressure when children are oversalled because their parents are so determined to have high-weather children, something they will
feel stressed about. Parental pressure on the child to do well in scholars, music, multiple sports and religious studies is a reality for many children. Children scheduled in all these activities can often feel stressed and pressured, especially when they need to succeed in all of them. It is hard enough for children to be good or succeed in a
single activity. For parents to overschedule their child and expect superior performance in various activities, that is a recipe for stressed out child. Solution Parents should not plan children in several activities with the expectation of superior performance at all. They should also take into account the interests of the child. If the child is not
interested in one activity, then he will most likely feel the stress and pressure to do so. For example, if Susie takes piano lessons for four years and she no longer likes to study the instrument, then maybe it's time to do If Susie is forced to continue her lessons and daily practice, then she may feel pressured to keep performing simply
because her mom wants her to do it. This could cause Susie to resent her mother for forcing coercion continue to do things she no longer likes. Let your child help in choosing the activities they participate in. If they have different activities every weekday, then they are probably overscheduled. Kids need downtime and time to play, too. If
they need to do new actions every day, that downtime decreases given the time at home or outside of scheduled activities is limited. This limited time is then filled with homework, meal time, and bedtime training. Eliminating activities a few days a week will allow the child to have some time to play freely. The younger the child, the more
time they need playing time. As they get older, they can take on more activities; However, under the age of 13, play daily is a must for children. Any parent who is busy chauffeuring several children to various activities after school knows how tempting fast food can become. Fast food, however, leads to less healthy food choices. French
fries and burgers - the main combo in most fast-food joints - can't help your child thrive nutritionally. When families are over, they tend to go for light and fast food. When rushed, many of us make bad food choices because we take the time to think about the nutritional value of eating and a balanced diet for our children. 5. Family dinners
become a thing of the past, when we lead our children to sports and other extracurricular activities that fall during lunch, the family often misses the exchange of food at home. This is true in our own home. There are certain nights of the week that we have practice and so we either eat together early (if possible) or eat separately,
depending on what our schedules allow. There is so much value in having family dinners. This enables family members to discuss their day, including their work and school activities. This is the time when technology is set aside so that everyone can really focus on communicating with each other and catch up about what is happening in
each other's lives. When a child's activities are scheduled every evening, what family time at the dinner table is lost. Dinner becomes a thing of the past as we overschedule children and ourselves. Try to learn more about family time here: How to maximize family time? 13 easy ways you can try right away. The solution is to rate our
schedule during the week to make sure there is always time for dinner with the family. Make it a point to set a lunch schedule for the evenings that you have no pre-commitment scheduled. Remember: the time you have with the kids under the roof is fleeting. Soon they will be adults and will begin to live independently. You don't need to
fire or minimize the possibility of connecting with your children over food. Family meal time also allows you to make an excellent choice of food. In this way, parents can create a balanced and healthy diet and about the importance of eating good food for your body. How to turn things around?1. Fix displaced ambitions Parents with
overscheduled children often mean well. They want their children to succeed, so they give them every chance to make it happen. They sign them up for various lessons, sports and activities that can help children find success in life. Other times, the parent probably didn't get that opportunity when they were young and felt like they missed
a lot of things. In this way, they provide these missed opportunities for their children as children. Carla is an example of such a parent. Carla always wanted to attend dance and ballet classes as a child. She heard her friends talk about dance classes and performances, and they even brought solo photos to school showing their beautiful,
detailed costumes. Carla wanted to be in these dance classes and study ballet and be able to perform in a beautiful costume in front of the audience. Unfortunately, her family could not afford to give her such an opportunity. When Carla gave birth to a baby girl, she had visions of her toddler growing big enough to take dance, ballet, and
even tap classes someday. She was looking forward to dressing her daughter in dance costumes and watching her take lessons and end up performing in solo concerts. When Carla's daughter Anna was old enough to attend a dance class at the age of four, she was thrilled. However, a few months later it turned out that Anna does not
like these classes. She cried before each lesson, begging Carl to let her stay home and not go to class. Her daughter wasn't interested in learning to dance. To tell you the truth, it happens to a lot of parents. They would enroll their child in activities that they wanted to do as a child but never got a try. Unfortunately, the interest of parents is
not always the same as that of their children. The child can humor mom or dad for some time and do up the match. But if the child doesn't like it anymore, he will eventually clarify the situation for his parents. Parents should listen to their children. If activity is something they don't like to do, ask the kids what they think they would like to do
and then eliminate the activity that they're not in. Let the children try different activities at a young age. Sometimes they don't know if they like something until they try it out. 2. Try clinic camps before committing Don't enroll your child in three sports at the same time to see which one they like or succeed at. Instead, you can use summer
vacations or pre-season camps or clinics to try out the various activities they are interested in. example, all three of my children said they wanted to do lacrosse. We've tried football and it hasn't been successful for two two of the three. They would rather chase butterflies down the field or play tags than actually participate in their games.
So before I made lacrosse and spent a lot of money on their gear, I signed them up for a sample clinic. It was a one-day program that was designed to expose kids to sport and see if they might enjoy playing it. I was surprised to learn that the three children enjoyed lacrosse, so we signed up for the season. It was nice to be able to see
them try the sport at the clinic before committing for the entire season. Most cities have parks and recreation departments. It is often a good place to check clinics and camps for various activities. Our local department even offers art and dance classes. Most of them meet two to four times in total, so children can get some exposure to
activities before signing them up in a private facility for longer term commitments. 3. Take an inventory of your weekly activities often, we do activities without reflecting on how much we are already committed to doing each week. Before we commit to more activities, we need to be prepared to look at everything that every family member
does. Each child's commitment is another responsibility for the parent as well. Parents should take children in and out of each practice, so you need to consider driving time for any activity. For example, if each of my three children signed up for three different activities each week, I would be running myself ragged. Three activities for three
children means taking them to nine events during the week. This does not include games that are likely to be scheduled for the weekend. So three activities for each child is too much for our family. If some practices intersect in the schedule, then you need two parents or responsible adults to transport children to different locations. Before
you sign them up for multiple activities, you need to consider downtime, stress levels and your ability to take them to each action in the equation. Consider the following before your children can perform various activities: What is the time of commitment for the child each week? Do they have enough energy and stamina to work on? Do
they get enough downtime daily to prevent burnout? Does practice time required outside of scheduled team practices and games? How long is this travel time for you as a parent, along with waiting times during practice? Do you have time surcharges for these events in your own schedule? Conflict of action time with other activities in the
schedule? Will this eliminate family dinners on a regular basis? Does the child really want to do this activity? What is the motivation for registering for an activity? Is this activity or will cause a great burden on the child or other family members? Check out these time management tips for parents: 10 time management tips that every busy
parent should know. Get Kids Active and and No matter what, this does not mean that you should not sign your child for various activities such as sports, music, dance, karate, etc. all of them are great activities that can help children develop various valuable life skills. The goal is to enroll them in what they really enjoy and avoid over-
planning children without letting them sign up for too many activities at a time. More Tips for Planning ChildrenPopular Photo Credit: Kelly Sikkema via unsplash.com unsplash.com test success test-taking techniques for beginning nursing students free pdf
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